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The spine of a child is the neural peripheral of impulse transfer of stimuli for motor response from the brain. If a child is playing around in merry go round you see everything of nerves, energy and charges of waves of kinetic Force from their DNA. Probably the baby moves the floor with potential energy using the controller of its neuralgia, Brain and intellects. See if the parents put children under their breasts to breasts feed them. The attachment of breast and mouth and the pumping force by the baby psychological causes the pituitary gland to release the milk. Now it is the work of the spinal cord and the pitual gland to cause any back flow of milk by release of oxytocin. The contraction work done will ensure uterine contractions in the Mother nursing to several family planning natural.

You go in a paediatric office and nice lush chair’s, backup is done to teach the baby how to it in the toilet training. Child teaching on lifting lighter weight so as to not put pressure on the Spine blade and hence proper body postures is maintain. Child is taught how to lift a pencil, taught how to take an item and give it back to paediatric nurse to faster cognitive thinking. Mechanical activity is the best skill to get the child Brain and spinal cord work. In their learning stage it is the helps of traveling impulses, and a kind of nursery. This produces endorphins in the child Brain. Song such as a lullaby helps to the baby moves it Spine and maintain composure.

The Child are walk around daily and be healthy, they need the care, therefore it is imperative on the development of children to include basic activity module such as running, jumping to allow flexible muscles and spinal cord intact. The United States Department of Health and Human Services (2018) addresses that the human brain and Spinal cord are active in the foetus at six months in cyesis. They maintained that Mother should do little exercises and rest so as help in adequate development of these organs. The following nursing strategy could be done similar in primary, Secondary and tertiary levels of a child development of the Spinal cord.

The training of mother’s in the carrying of their baby on their back and not to bend them up.

Improvement in The basic Child parenting policy to advanced 10 to 11 hours of sleep in children of 12 months old.

Mother’s Care and nursing home should include babysitting to teaching Child early toilet training.

Family planning services which is aimed at spacing births, preventing unwanted pregnancy, management include Maintain of body postures to help avoid scoliosis and kyphosis in children accepted by couples to be borned and nurtured.
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